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ABSTRACT 

A decision b,y the BPO to test the application of comput
ers in the maintenance of telephone ex~hanges has 
~ovided an op~rtunity to include facilities for call 
routing analysis--and traffic measurement. ' This paperr .. 
deals only ~ith these ' two tasks but it-mUst be remembered 
that the present computer handles the tasks of network 
surveillance and fault analysis as well. 

An equiPnent called a Call Failure Detection Equipnent 
(CFD~) hal! been installed at each of sixteen exchanges. 
It takes random samples of calls which can be recorded 
for later analysis into various routing categories. 

Traffic measurement is accomplished by replacing the 
present traffic recorqer control equipment by 
equipment special:ly designed, to permit ' the data 
collected to be transferred directlY to the computer 
over a 200 bit/s data link which will also be used 
to switch the recorder on and off at appropriate times. 

, The stored, data is processed later to produce traffic 
summaries, ' trafftc 'balances and calling rate 
information. ' 

By ~g the traffiC measurement and routing analysis 
tasks at any exchange siDiul taneously the actual traffic 
to 'any destination or over any partic:ular route. can be 
assessed. 

The paper Jconcludes with cOJlDllent on " the resul,ts of the 
trials so far and ideas for using the traffic recording 
system vi th a computer dedicated solely to this tas.k. 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1969 the Bpo ' decided to investigate the possibility 
of monitoring exchange performance by computer and this 
provided an opportunity to include facilities for traffic 
measurement and analysis at moderate cost. The 
possibility of using computers for recording and 
processing traffic data had been under consideration for 
some time and the conclusion had already been reached that 

' the most promiSing system would be for a min:imuni' of equip
ment to be located at each exchange and for a suitable 
group of exchanges to be connected by data links to a 
cen~ralised computer which would control the local 
equiPnent and receive and process the traffic data. 

One of the tasks envisaged for monitoring exchange 
performance was to use an equipment at individual 
exchanges for recording details of faulty calls. This 
Call Failure Detection Equipment (CFDE) offered a, further 
possibility of recording also details of all successful 
calls. Details of the destinations of these calls passed 
over the data link to the computer could provide 
information about the number of calls to various 
destinations and, if used simultaneously with the traffic 
recorders the traffic to the destination could be derived. 

This paper describes the two tasks of traffic measurement 
and routing analysis using a centralised computer as part 
of a larger project for coll~cting information on the 
state of a number of exchanges .and discusses ideas for 
implementing the traffic measurement task separately. A 
trial has been under w~ in Leicester, England since early 
1972 and has proved successfully the practicability of 
the proposals. 

FACTORS DETERMINING THE DESIGN SPECIFICATION 

Great Britain is served by over 6,500 exchanges some 
2,300 of which have traffic -recorders but these are all 
of old design and demand considerable manual effort for 
their operation. The great majority of these exchanges 
are of the Strowger type and although there are plans to 
replace all Strowger exchanges over the next 20 years or so 
there is a pressing need for a completely automatic 
traffic recording system to operate in these exchanges 
and to be equally sui table for their electronic and 
crossbar successors. 

MUch of the cost of a traffic recorder is in the access 
,-eqUipment and it was decided to use that already existing 

at the Strowger exchanges but to design the system to 
work with other access equipment which is, or may be 
employed at new exchanges eg reed relays. 
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The traffic recording principle in use is that of the 
time-consistent busy-hour and the new system was designed 
wi th this in mind, but there is considerable flexibility 
inherent in the system design which could readily be 
adapted for other forms of traffic measurement. 

The computer is required to control the traffic 
recorders and to switch in the output of the CFDEs. For 
this purpose the program needs to operate in conjunction 
with a calendar and clock and to initiate action over the 
data links. The data links also need to transmit back 
the raw data from the exchanges to the computer where it 
can be assembled and stored for processing at a , 
convenient time. 
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Finally it was decided that the form of traffic record 
produced should be similar to the presentation of traffic 
data used with existing recorders although supplementary 
information is also produced in addition to the traffic 
swnmaries. 

THE COMFUTER 

The computer used for the trial is a Ferranti Argus 500. 
This is a micro miniature process control computer which 
does not need special air conditioned accommodation 
except for the tape decks. It has a high degree of 
reliability and uses silicon integrated circuits and 
multi-layer printed boards. It is capable of being 
mul ti programmed and can perform several parallel 
operations. Fig 1 shows the general configuration at 
the computer centre. 

COMPUTER CONFIGURATION 
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FIG 1 

A multiplex~ is used to interface between the computer 
and the data links, to receive data from the exchanges 
and feed it into the computer and tO , deal with outgoing 
signals to the ~changes. 

The central processor is served by a core store for data 
being operated on, and for programs currently in use, 
but this is supplemented by a disc back-up store for 
data and programs not immediately in use. Data required 
for longer term use can be transferred onto magnetic 
tapes. 

The functions to be performed by the computer are as 
follows:-

Store several programs to meet the needs of 
traffic recording and analysis and have means 
for selecting a particular program. 

2 Store parameters for run period·s of each 
traffic recorder and CFDE call analysis program 
and provide means .of changing these parameters. 
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3 Store up-to-date circuit group information for 
each exchange and historical traffic data. 

4 Store look-up tables of access points and 
destination codes. 

5 Provide means for changing files and look-up 
tables when new equipment is added or routing changes 
are made. 

6 Receive and store data from traffic recorders 
and details of successful calls. 

7 Send control signals to, and receive response 
signals from, traffic recorders and CFDEs. 

8 Check for errors of received data from 
recorders. 

9 Keep a tally of the change of state of each 
recording point during a period. 

TRAFFIC ~ORDERS 

So far~ only Strowger type traffic recorders have been 
modified ~or computer control, but apart from access, the 
equipment at electronic·, crossbar and Strowger exchanges 
will be similar. 

In Strowger exchanges access to traffic recording points 
is via uniselectors. These points are usually the 
private wires, although separate traffic recording leads 

• 
are provided in some cases. The busy condition is • 
indicated by the presence of an earth and each uniselector, 
using 49 of its 50 outlets, can scan 147 access points 
.wi th three sets of wipers. 

For computer control, access uniselectors are grouped into 
blocks of three with a capacity for scanning 441 access 
points Fig 2. Each block is identified by a code which 
is wired to the home contacts of the uniselectors in the 
block as a 9-bit binary code: earth indicating logical 1. 
A maximum of )0 access blocks may be associated with each 
recorder to give up to 441 x 30 =- 13230 points. The rate 
of scanning is 6 seconds per block so that a .complete 
scanning cycle for a fully equipped recorder is 3 minutes. 
However the computer program may call for any blocks to be 
scanned more than once during the) minute cycle so that 
short holning-time equipment may be scanned at a higher 
frequency. 

OPERATION 

The operation of each traffic recorder is independently 
controlled by the computer and for this purpose it 
possesses two parameter files:-

a. A calendar file with details of the days of the 
week - normally Monday-Friday inclusive - the weeks 
~ the year - normally every 4 weeks - and times for 
special records when these are predetermined, for 
which each recorder is required to run. 

b. A run parameter file which holds details of 
start-up and shut-down times and procedures. 

Fig 2 shows the general configuration of the computer and 
a traffic recorder. Start up is initiated for a partic
ular traffic recorder )0 minutes before conunencement of 
the busy hour when a check is automatically made that all 
access uniselectors are standing on home positions. If 
not. an attempt is automatically made to return them to 
normal. At the conunencement of the busy hour a block 
identifier code is sent by the computer and the block 
selector selects the require black with which to start the 
record. At the same time the scanner-sender returns an 
identity code to the computer and the 9 access leads 
together with the magnet and control wires are extended 
to the scanner sender and control circuits of the 
recorder. 

The scanner-sender reads simultaneously the conditions on 
the 9 access leads into its store -and assembles a 
character conSisting of the nine bits signifying 
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conditions on the a~cess leads and a parity bit. This 
character is then sent at 200 bi tk to the computer. 

' The first character sent will be the block identity code 
since the unise1ectors will be standing first on their 
home pOsitions. The unis.e1ectors step, and the 49 

. characters- are sent back to the cClllputer in sequence, 
ending with the block code again when the home position 
is reached. ' 

For a normal complete traffic record the computer scans 
through its block list and s~gnals for, and receives, 
the conditions of access leads on up to 30 blocks. The 
complete c~le is repeated 20 times during a recording 
hour. Arf¥ access b10clf can be scanned with a periodi
City ranging from 3 minutes to 6 seconds by repetition 
of its code within the block list. 

Data from the traffic recorders is' checked for valid! ty 
by the ccmpu,ter and if acceptable added to a daily 
totals file held on disc. Facilities have also been 
provided for "raw data" to be stored on magnetic tape 
if required. As this raw data is, in fact, a record 
of the traffic carried by each t~ in a Strowger 
exchange, it will be possible to analyse gradings for 
traffic balance if such a facility is required. 

At the conclusion of an hour's recording a shut-down 
procedure is initiated except when the recorders ~e 
scheduled to run for 2 or more hours continuously. The 
shut-down pr6cedure is followed by an inspection of the 
access points which have, for the whole period of the 
record, been either continuously busy or continuously 
free. The .former condition could indicate equipnent 
artificially busied and the latter a .fault such as 
ommi.ssion of a jumper wire on the access rack. 

Details of long holding time equipnent ' testing 
continuously' busy is transmitted by the computer to the 
exchange concerned over a ' second data link and received 
on a teleprinter. Exchange maintenance st,aff check 
each item of equipment and use the teleprinter to 
transmit back to the computer details of plant 
artificially busied. Traffic resulting from such plant 
is deducted from the 'appropriate part of the daily 
record total after the comput~r has checked that the 
appropriate access points have. been recorded as 
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continuously busy during the record. Any error detected. 
gives rise to a further message to ~he ~change giving 
the reason for rejection and it is necessary for the 
exchange staff to correct indicated errors 'before the 
message can be accepted by the computer. The facility 
has earned particularly favourable comment from the users 
as it not only removes a frequent cause of poor records 
in the past, but provides a useful check and reminder to 
maintenance staff of equipnent in exchanges which is 
unavailable to traffic. 

ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC R~ORD 

Analysis will, in general be of two types 

(i) A single day's record for some special 
purpose 

(11) A week's record usually taken over five days 
of the week. 

The weekly analysis only will be described as daily 
analysis is similar but historicai data is not retained. 

Analysis of a 5 -day traffic record takes place in the 
evening 'of. the first day of a new weeks recording. This 
allows a full working day for maintenance staff to return 
teleprinter messages verifying false traffic in response 
to computer messages detailing continuously engaged 
access points which ~ not have been given until after 
an evening recOrd on the previous Friday. 

A weekly scanning totals file, as amended by false 
traffic verification reports, is used to produce the 
required data .for output. The actions necessary are:-

(a) Inspection of the records of all access points 
to make sure that none have been engaged all the 
week. 

(b) By comparison with the access point look-up 
file to check that no acceSS point allocated to a 
circuit has been continuously' free all the week 
and that no unal10cated point has carried traffic. 
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(c) To check that a sufficient number of scanning 
cycles has been performed. The number regarded as 
sufficient is predetermined by the user eg, 98 may 
be an acceptable number out of 100 so that 2 faulty 
scans can be discarded. If the requisite number of 
acceptable scans has not been recorded for a 
particular circuit group or groups no traffic 
figures are printed and the symbol "coz;rupt record 
is shown". 

(d) To check that the number of access points 
allocated to a circuit group corresponds with the 
number of circuits shown in the master file. If 
these do not correspond a special symbol "incomplete 
record" is shown instead of a traffic quantity. 

(e) Except where (c) and (d) apply, to divide the 
total engagements recorded for each circuit group 
by the actual number of effective scans to produce 
a traffic quantity in erlangs. 

(f) To compare measured traffic with the critical 
traffic for each circuit group and where the 
measured traffic exceeds the critical value to 
obtain, from a formula held on file, a traffic 
value, compensated to allow for the effect of the 
overload. This figure is printed alongside the 
figure of measured traffic and the presence of the 
two figures gives an indication that a circuit 
group is overloaded. Only the compensated figure 
is retained on file as an historic record. 

(g) If the record t o be held on :'he JIVI.::: cer 
file i s a normal record forming one of the series 
to be taken during the year, to enter details of the . 
circui t group, and corresponding traffic, or special 
symbols where applicable, on the master file, 
shifting all previous figures for the year back 
one place. 

(h) If the record is not required on master file, 
to store the results in a temporar.y store for 
printing later. 

(i) To print out details of the checks described 
in ( a ) , (b) and (c >.. 

(j) To print out, when required traffic on each 
acceSS point from the weekly scanning total file. 

(k) To store for printing later:-

(i) Number of scans expected and the number 
actuallY accepted for each access block. 

(ii) Percentage parity errors which occurred 
in the accepted access block messages. 

(Hi) Actual traffic record start times for 
each day of the record. 

(1) To check whether any messages to the exchange 
regarding false traffic remain unanswered, and 
where this is so to arrange to print a special 
symbol to signify unverified false traffic. ' 

(m) To sum the traffic of all grOups entering and 
leaving particular switching stages and to calculate 
traffic lost or gained in each stage. To express 
these differences as percentage unbalances and to 
print each percentage against the code for the 
relevant switching stage. 
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OUTPUT 

Normal Records. A normal record is one of a series 
planned to be taken during the year and is printed, 
together with the results of 11 previous records, which 
have been held on the master file. Fig 3 shows part of 
a typical printout. 
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CALL DESTINATION ANALYSIS 

Call destination analysis is performed in this s.ystem 
as a complementary function to collecting information on 
faulty calls. Equipnent at each exchange, Imown as Call 
Failure Detection Equipnent (CFDE), continuously samples 
calls arriving a\ the first switching stage. These may 
be calls originated by subscribers on the observed 
.exchange, calls arriving from other exchanges, to 
terminate at the observed exchange, or using the observed 
exchange as a tandem switching centre. 

Equipnent for 96 circuits is provid~d by motor uni
selectors acting as line finders, to obtain access to an 
individual circuit on which a call has originated. 
Details of digits dialled are recorded and a tone 
detector records receipt of ~ tone after the last 
digit has been sent. Normally this information is 
recorded on punched paper tape but in the present system 
details of each call observed are passed via an interface 
and data link to the computer. For the purposes of call 
routing analysis the computer needs to select only those 
calls which originate during a bus.y hour (three bus.y 
hours per day . are al.lowed for in the present scheme) and 
of these calls only those which received a tone ie "good" 
calls are actually analysed for routing. Faulty call 
analysis is required for maintenance purposes. In pass
ing through the multiplexor an identifier is added to 
each message to indicate the exchange from which 
observations are being taken as well as a call 
classification indicating "good" or "failed" call. 

The computer checks the identifier against the exchanges 
set for bus.y hour and where equal.ity is found the 
message is ' stored on disc in an area set aside for 
the particular exchange and bus.y hour. The maximum 
number of observations made by CFDEs is 120 each hour. 
Storage is in words of 4 characters · and 5 words are 
needed for each message. A day's observations for one 
exchange thus needs 120 x 3 x 5 = 1 800 words. Some 
extra storage space is required for busy hour labels 
designating the busy hour number, day and week. 

After the last busy hour of ' the day the temporarily 
stored messages for each observing exchange are sorted 
in originating exchange order into the categories local, 
STD and tandem. Each day's results are processed and 
wri t ten to magnetic tape. In addition, a weekly 
running total tape is produced and this is used to 
provide a printed routing analysis of all calls sampled 
during that week. 

The above procedure is repeated each week, each weekly 
tape being used to produce a 4~eekly running-total 
tape. This is used to provide a printed analysis of all 
calls sampled in the 4~eekly period. 

Separate daily, weekly and 4~eekly analyses are 
produced for each of the bus.y-hour periods specified. 
The analyses include:-

(i) the number of good calls in each routing 

(ii) the numbers in (i) expressed as a percentage 
of the total sample taken to date 

(Hi) a swiunary of the numbers of good and failed 
calls in each category. 

The order of print-out and specimen results are shown 
below. 

. Analysis at south exchange (observing) for 1 week 
ending 28/9/72 . 

Local calls 

Calls originating at south 

Objective 
exchange 

South 
city 

Local calls summary · 

Total 
Good 
Fail 

Number 
of calls 

105 
5 

etc 

Calls 
160 
155 
5 

Busy hour 1 

% age of 
total sample 

5·95 
0·28 

%ofsample . 
9·07 
8·75 
0·28 

Analysis at south exchange (observing) for 1 week 
ending 28/9/72 
STD calls Busy hour 1 

Calls originating at south 

Objective Number 
exchange of calls 

Farby 10 
Newham 5 

etc 
STD summary 

Calls 
Total ~ Good 
Fail 0 

% age of 
total sample 

0·56 
0·28 

% of sample 
2·27 
2·27 
o 

. Analysis at south exchange (observing) for 1 week 
ending 28/9/72 . 

Tandem calls 

Calls originating at south 

First Noof %of 
tandem calls sample 

City 15 0·84 

Tandem calls summary 

Total 
Good 
Fail 

Second 
tandem 

Central 

Noof 
calls 

10 

etc 

Calls 
75 
65 

5 

%of 
sample 

0·56 

Busy hour 1 

Objec- Noof 
tive calls 
exch-
ange 

Central 5 
East 5 
North 5 

% of sample 
3·69 
3·69 
0·28 

%of 
sample 

0·28 
0·28 
0·28 

Analyses of calls observed at SOUTH from other originating 
exchanges would follow. These would be a similar print
out for the other observ-ing exchanges, all for bus.y hour 1 
of the same week. Similar print-outs for Busy Hours 2 and 
3 would follow. . 
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RESULTS OF THE FIELD TRIAL 

At the time of writing the traffic recording task of this 
project has been running for nine months with very 
satisfactory results. As with all ,new projects there 
ha.ve been faults in boj.h hardware and software which have 
had to be corrected and 'a number of improvements to 
details will be made in any subsequent installation. It 
is felt, however, that the conception of the scheme is 
good and serious consideration is being given to 
implementing a system of co~ter controlled traffic 
recording, based on the concept described in this paper, 
but using a computer dedicated wholly to this purpose 
controlling up to 100 traffic recorders simultaneously. 

There are various reasons for such an approach to 
further use of the system:-

The maintenance tasks at present making joint 
use of the computer will take longer to validate 
and it is felt that computer control of traffic 
recording and processing of records is an urgent 
need. 

2 The cost of data links for the system is a 
large part of the total cost and the system is most 
attractive economically in the larger densely 
telephoned areas such as London, Binningham, 
Manchester, Liverpool and Glasgow. It is in these 
areas where computer assistance is also most vital. 

3 Single computer installations of the type used 
in the trials, could deal adequately with the 
traffic recording loads in each of the areas 
mentioned ie, one computer in each of these areas. 
To deal with maintenance tasks as well, would 
necessitate either dividing up each area into much 
smaller parts or using a much bigger computer 
installation which might lead to long delays for 
further development. 'v 

Routing analysis is less far advanced than the traffic 
recording task and at the pre,sent time live running has 
only just started. It is intimately bound up with the 
maintenance and network surveillance part of the project 
and a final judgement is unlikely to find justification 
for implementation on a wider scale divorced from the 
other maintenance tasks. If, however, the trials are 
technically successful but the present system is 
unattractive economically, a similar analysis can be 
carried out as a batch process using the tape produced 
locally by the CFDEs as input. 

CONCLUSION 

The need for much more frequent and reliable traffic 
records is unlikely to be met without recourse to 
computer assistance. One solution has been described 
which is successful and which is particularly attractive 
in large densely telephoned areas. Where exchanges are 
spaced further apart the cost of data links rises and 
the system becomes no longer viable in readily quantifi
able tenns. In more scattered districts some form of 
automatic recording equipment at each exchange with 
batch processing of records may be a better answer.' 
Where an on-line system can be justified, however, ' the 
facility of communication between the computer and 
exchange staff is of considerable advantage and paves the 
way for the much more sophisticated systems of the 
future. 
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